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Kon Kan - Move To Move

                            tom:
                G

            A                   Em
Since you've been gone
Bm                                     D
I sit alone and watch the same old screen
A       Em
I carry on
Bm                                  D
It doesn't matter what it is I've seen
Gbm                 Bm          Em
I just feel the need to hide away
Gbm               Bm           Em
As I loose myself in side the day
Gbm                       D            Em
Look at me I keep turning the pages of history
Gbm                         D                       Em
Look at you trying to fill up your life with things to do
Gbm                   D                    Em
Look at us will we ever find a key in the history
Gbm                      D                   Em
Could it be if I move to you would you move to me
A          Em
I call you up
 Bm                            D
But all I ever get is your machine
A               Em
I know you're there
Bm                                        D
What makes you think it could be just a dream
Gbm            Bm             Em
Do you feel the need to run away
F#Mm           Bm                Em
Are you searching for a better day
Gbm                    D                   Em
Look at me I keep turning the pages of history
Gbm                      D                         Em

Look at you trying to fill up your life with things to do
Gbm                    D                      Em
Look at us will we ever find a key in the history
Gbm                      D                   Em
Could it be if I move to you would you move to me
G          D               A
How many times changing my mind
G          D               A
How many days wasted away [Wasted away, ooh]
G         D                    A
How many words, what will it take? [What will it take, ooh]
G          D                   A
 How do we work out this mistake [Aaah]

Solo: A  Em  G  D (2X)

Gbm                    D                   Em
Look at me I keep turning the pages of history
Gbm                      D                         Em
Look at you trying to fill up your life with things to do
Gbm                    D                      Em
Look at us will we ever find a key in the history
Gbm                      D                  Em
Could it be if I move to you would you move to me
Gbm                    D                  Em
Look at me I keep turning the pages of history
Gbm                    D                          Em
Look at you trying to fill up your life with things to do
Gbm                    D                      Em
Look at us will we ever find a key in the history
Gbm                      Bm                   Em
Could it be if I move to you would you move to me

Solo: Gbm  Bm  Em (4X)

 Gbm
Look at us

Acordes


